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Who couldn’t help to appreciate and want to protect this? (photo: Dave Jenkins)

the Program is the best…
As John McRae enjoys his last days as Alps Program Manager, he’s been asked to
look back over his shoulder at the past three years. What follows quickly spotlights
two things: great people are involved in the Alps Program and; John’s passion for
Australia’s mountains has grown significantly. This probably doesn’t surprise
anyone who’s a member of the Alps community, but it’s always fun to hear
someone’s personal stock-take and so share in the joy of what they’ve discovered…
Ever since the MoU was signed back in 1986, a series of Program Managers have taken
the ground breaking cross-border Program and put it out there on the ground. Just like a
regeneration episode of Doctor Who, as one Program Manager walks out the door, another
steps into place, maintaining continuity but also giving space to fresh skills and
perspectives. And like the Program itself, the rotating manager role is all about the parks
agencies working together and sharing expertise. Before the ACT Park’s John McRae,
there was Andy Nixon from Parks Victoria. And soon a fresh face from NSW Parks will sit
in the driver’s seat.

From R to L, John is joined by former Time Lord/ Project Managers: Anthony Evans (NSW), Brett
McNamara (ACT), Gill Anderson (VIC) and Andrew Nixon (VIC).

Says John, “The Alps is a small area that exists nowhere else in Australia. Though three
distinct jurisdictions are laid across it, the MoU gives those agencies a framework for
working together to protect the landscape’s natural and cultural values.” It’s an obvious,
practical and effective approach. “Imagine there is a threat – an outbreak of a pest species
– near the border between one parks agency’s territory and another. The benefits of those
two agencies’ staff already knowing each other – being happy to pick up the phone and let
their neighbour-colleagues know what they’re up to – it’s priceless. Pests don’t care about
imaginary lines.”
Providing opportunities for these people to meet, share and be a community is the aim of
each and every Program Manager. When John planned one of his first gatherings of Alps
people – the 2017 Frontline Forum at Falls Creek – he added his own spin. “As I put
together the core content to support visitor centre staff and tourism operators, I decided to
stress the value of the environment and the importance of sharing that message with
visitors.” Already sensing his ability to influence outcomes, John recognized that frontline
staff are in a unique position to shape the way visitors experience the Alps. “We arranged
for Ecologist Dick Williams to take us up to Maisie Carr’s research plots on the Bogong
High Plains and deliver a ‘sermon on the mount’. Dick is an inspiring speaker and I’m sure
we recruited plenty of champions on that day. The Alps is not just priceless, it’s
irreplaceable and it needs all the champions it can get.”
A few months in and John had developed his view of the role of the Program. “It’s mainly
there to support the operational staff. We do offer a welcoming face to the general public,
but our essential work is behind the scenes. It makes sense. We have to deliver value to
the MoU partners.”

three ways to get more from the Program
…get along to a workshop or forum
…grab a place on a working group
…get some support for your own project

In John’s mind, the three best ways to take advantage of what the Program offers is as
follows… “First, make time to get along to one of the gatherings we run on a range of
topics relevant to current operational issues – they are priceless, and there’s no other
forum that does this.” Anyone who’s been part of one of these knows that the content is

engagingly chunky and practical, but above all it’s the chance to get to know other people
facing similar challenges… that’s the take-away prize. One of the recent workshops took a
look at how pest ungulates are controlled. In simple language, a group of scientists, staff,
professional and sporting shooters compared notes and information with a focus on deer.
There were field trips, presentations, case studies and lots of animated discussions. The
workshop included a ‘show and tell’ session with all the latest gear: rifles, scopes, traps,
motion cameras, GPS units and night vision enhancers. “It was a chance to be exposed to
the newest science and latest innovations and lessons learned: a bit of cross-border
pollination you might say.”

Everyone relaxing after two engrossing days comparing notes on deer control – the information
sharing is part of it, but meeting the people doing the same job is the point.

“The next thing I recommend is to join one of the Program’s Reference Groups. These
specialist working teams are a great place to learn but also share your expertise. Back at
the dawn of time when I was a new ranger in the ACT, I joined one of these groups. In that
role I proposed that we invite staff from NSW and Victoria to tag along on our annual pig
control program. It went ahead and proved a terrific exercise in knowledge sharing.”
“Then there’s also the opportunity for anyone to submit a project idea. The Alps Program
funds all sorts of projects and yours could be next.”
This trifecta is the power-base that underpins how the Program helps everyone do the job
of managing the Alps. And over the last three years, there are been a few refinements
which have made things even better. Just in case you missed them…
“I have an IT background, so I could see a lot of opportunity for automation and efficiency,
basically to save money and do things better. Like the Alps Library, which is full of great
materials – cultural, historical, scientific – but until recently, anyone wanting to hunt through
it would have had to drive for hours to check it out. There were cassette tapes, VHS &
BETA tapes, CDs, moth eaten reports. Now’s it’s almost fully digitized and far more
accessible. Soon it’ll be online and even easier to access in perpetuity.”
John’s also managed to update and simplify the Alps online presence, via the Program’s
website, Facebook page and through the now digital newsletter (that you are currently
reading but maybe not holding in your hands). Selected materials produced by the
Program – the annual report, strategic plan and some brochures continue to be released in
both print and digital forms.

Each Program Manager leaves a legacy behind, but they often also take a gift with them.
From John’s viewpoint, he’s scored a few. “I’ve learned that robust, quality, long term
scientific research is a brilliant base against which to make decisions. Those exclusion
plots created by Maisie Carr in the mid 1940s and monitored ever since gave us clear
evidence of the long term benefits of taking stock out of the Alps.”

“Our baseload water comes from the Alps. It’s worth $billion and yet it’s priceless.”

“I grew up on a farm in the flat lands, but had holidays up at Mitta Mitta. It wasn’t until
recently that I appreciated fully that the freezing waters in those alpine streams end up
irrigating our farm. Without that little bit of high country, so many big rivers would run dry
more often and so many big reservoirs would be empty more often. People don’t release
just how much we depend on those catchments.”
And the final gift? “I am now part of a network of colleagues – rangers, field officers,
managers, scientists, volunteers – who come from all over the Alps. We’ve paid site visits
together, worked together, shared what we know with each other. We can count on each
other because we’re all in it for the Alps.”

John McRae: the thumb speaks volumes.

snippets
COSTIN ARCHIVE UPDATE: For the past two years, the Alps Program has been funding
a project to collect, catalogue, digitize the life’s work of Alec Costin. Alec worked for many
years as a scientist in the Australian Alps and his early work played a substantial role in the
removal of cattle from Kosciuszko National Park. He also co-authored Kosciuszko Alpine
Flora, a book still considered by many as the best field guide ever written for that part of
the world. There are all sorts of old documents, slides, photos and negatives in the
collection. It’s been a big challenge and probably undertaken just in time as many items
had begun to deteriorate. These would have eventually have been lost. Once this project is
complete, records will be available online to researchers and other interested parties forever.

Mt Kosciusko, Australia, showing gentle terrain, with widespread alpine herbfield vegetation. The
darker patches are heath, on rocky sites.

THE RESORTS GETOGETHER: In early March, the Alps Program held a forum at
Thredbo to discuss the environmental issues and challenges faced by alpine ski resorts.
Attendees included representatives from ski resorts in NSW, Victoria and New Zealand.
There were also staff from Parks Victoria, NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service,
Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service and the New Zealand Department of Conservation.
Priority topics were identified by participants prior to the gathering. These included: human
waste management; threatened species management; water use and efficiency; social
issues; cultural heritage and many more. A rich well from which to draw. Conversations
were constructive and respectful with everyone making a strong contribution. There was a
lot of sharing of ideas: successes, failures, lessons learned. Ski resorts are big operations
with big environmental footprints and their representatives spoke about environmental
stewardship as a key part their daily business. Last item on the two-day agenda was a field
trip around Thredbo Village led by Euan Diver. We looked at various installations and
facilities such as solar street lights, wildlife corridors, mountain bike tracks and water bottle
refill points. It’s the sum of all the little things that can make a big difference. It was obvious
from the two days of discussions that all the resorts could benefit enormously from sharing
their experiences more regularly. To this end it was it was proposed that another forum be
held in two years’ time. Maybe in NZ? Lots of people thought that was a good idea! Well
done to Tim Scanlon and his team from NSW NPWS for organizing and running such a
cracking event. Three days in a room full of Aussies and Kiwis and not one mention of
underarm bowling, rugby or sheep. There’s an achievement in itself.

Australian a NZ Alpine resorts people talking environmental stewardship up at Thredbo.

TALKING ABOUT THE BIG WALK: The Australian Alps Walking Track (AAWT) working
group held its biennial meeting at Falls Creek in December. It was a wild lead up to the
gathering, with attendees battling storms and floods to reach Falls Creek. In the end,
everyone made it and we had a very productive gathering with lots of robust discussion –
always a given at this gathering. Attendees included agency staff, bushwalking groups,
guidebook authors and business representatives. Area rangers from right along the track
presented condition reports and project updates. One of the more serious emerging issues
discussed here was the drying of the track and increasing reliance on water tanks. Climate
change will make this worse over time. There was general agreement in the room that
tanks are now a vital part of the AAWT.

Up at Cope Hut, discussing issues affecting the Australian Alps Walking Track.

John and Monica Chapman spoke about their guide book and indicated that a new edition
is in the pipeline. We also had Angela Mosely speak to the gathering about ‘Guthook
Guides’ (http://guthookguides.com.au/). This is a portal for walking tracks accessible
through smartphone apps. There was a wide ranging conversation about who walks the
track and where they source their information. Twenty years ago, there were no chatrooms,
no blogs and no smartphones. Now they are ubiquitous. It was noted that neither the Alps
Program, not any of the partner agencies publishes a GPX file of the route. Walkers just

search the internet and download whatever they can find. The meeting agreed that it would
be a good idea for the Alps website to have official version of the AAWT route that
complies with agency plans of management and is kept up to date with any changes (this
is now a work in progress). Climate and technology has changed. This meeting was all
about how the AAWT can embrace that change while remaining one of the world’s epic
alpine treks.

take the iconic Wonnangatta Drive
- review by Greg Rose*
The Wonnangatta Valley is in the Victorian Alps. The remote valley has a rich history. It
was first settled as a cattle run, by Oliver Smith and his son Harry, in the 1860s. Even
though there was significant gold mining activity and supporting towns in the Victorian Alps
at the same time, Wonnangatta was difficult to access and a lonely location. It was the
scene of two unsolved murders in 1918 and the name still invokes a certain unease.
Wonnangatta Station continued as a cattle venture until it was acquired by the Victorian
Government in 1991 and ultimately became part of the Alpine National Park. The still
unsolved murders of station manager James Barclay and station hand John Bamford in
late 1917 early 1918 add to the mystery of the valley.

Wonnangatta cemetery: worth the visit given the two unsolved murders.

The remoteness of the valley and its beautiful setting, surrounded by mountains, has
attracted adventurous visitors since its settlement. Bushwalkers and horse riders frequently
venture into the valley. Wonnangatta is also considered to be one of Australia’s flagship
four wheel drive touring destinations. The Wonnangatta Icon Drive is one of the “Victoria’s
Iconic 4WD Adventures” promoted by Parks Victoria and Four Wheel Drive Victoria.
Parks Victoria Area Chief Ranger for the Southern Alps Mike Dower states, “The
Wonnangatta Iconic Four-Wheel Drive experience is one of the countries most recognised
and high-profile journeys. The work that Parks Victoria has done in collaboration with Four
Wheel Drive Victoria in recent years has further enhanced the experience. We will continue
to improve associated camping and day visitor assets and manage the network of fourwheel drive tracks into the future alongside our partners. Our Rangers and volunteers are
now encountering people from all over Australia who are here to add the Wonnangatta Icon
Drive to the bucket list alongside the Simpson Desert and the Cape York experiences”.
The Wonnangatta Icon Drive is far more than just a drive. There are so many historic sites,
camping options and side trips that you can build you own unique Wonnangatta

experience. Visit the sites of once thriving towns and old high country huts full of stories.
Tackle the Billy Goat Bluff Track and be amazed by the view from the Pinnacles lookout.
There are some cracking walks in the areas, including easy access to the Vallejo Gantner
Hut and its famous ‘loo with a view’. For the keen walker, Mt Howitt, the Cross-cut saw and
the Razor-Viking wilderness are well worth the effort.
Good planning is vital if you’re going to tackle the Wonnangatta Icon Drive. Allow adequate
time and take extra supplies. Some roads are subject to seasonal closure. Some are okay
for 2WDs and others require high clearance 4WDs piloted by experienced drivers. Weather
conditions can be extreme and rescue problematic. Information about this drive is readily
available, but two good places to start are: www.parkweb.vic.gov.au &
https://www.4wdvictoria.org.au. The Wonnangatta Icon Drive is a fine example of
cooperation between Parks Victoria, volunteers and stakeholder groups. Many of the
assets at the camping areas have been constructed as part of joint operations by four
wheel drive clubs affiliated with Four Wheel Drive Victoria and Parks Victoria Rangers.
Thanks to Mike Dower, Parks Victoria Area Chief Ranger, Foothills and Southern Alps, for
his assistance in putting this article together.
*FWD Victoria Regional Representative, Southern Alpine National Park & Land Rover Owners Club of Gippsland.

Billy Goat Bluff Track is part of the iconic drive and a good example of why you need to do your
homework before you go…

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track
or installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just
went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept
stories from staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.

CROSS-ALPS-WORD
Think you know a bit about the Australian Alps? Test your knowledge with this crossword
put together by Program supporter Darcy Blair. For the solution, John.Mcrae@act.gov.au.

down

across

1 wind blown (7)
3 mythical creature at Murray’s source (8)
4 latest addition to the Australian Alps MoU (4,8)
9 too cold for trees to grow (6)
11 Australia’s biggest climb (7,4)
13 stunted, deformed vegetation type (9)
16 a ramsar wetland in the Alps (6)
17 second largest reservoir in the Alps (9)
19 so good they named it twice (5,5)
21 a frog and a mountain (3,3)

2 ice type that causes erosion & frost heave (6)
5 the Alpine NP’s highest peak (6)
6 chalet destroyed in the 2003 fires (5,8)
7 black & gold frog (10)
8 high country snake (10)
10 one of two murdered at Wonnangatta (7)
12 insect with bright coloured abdomen (8,7)
14 high plains seasonal cattle grazing (11)
15 pioneering alpine ecologist (6,4)
18 summer dormancy (11)
20 the Alps’ highest peak (10)
22 the Alps have two of these wetlands (6)
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